Exhibit 6 to GDPR Procedures

JAWSDB LLC

Notice/Consent

Notice/Consent
JAWSDB LLC collects data to operate effectively and provide better quality experiences. Below, you will
find a list of our products, services, and processes that gather personal data, our purpose and legal basis
for processing that information, who we share that information with, and how long we hold that
information.
How JAWSDB LLC uses Personal Data:
Product, Service, or Process
Description of
Product, Service,
or Process

The process is a resource provisioning flow that delivers access to a SQL
database hosted in the cloud.

Category of
Personal Data

Social and contact information.

Category of Data
Subjects

The organization's provisioning process may briefly handle the email address
associated with the account on the marketplace or platform through which the
cloud resource is acquired.

Purpose of
Processing

The organization is using the personal information to send a generic "Welcome"
email to the platform account or marketplace account acquiring the cloud
resource.

Legal Basis for
Processing

The organization has a legitimate business interest in handling the information.

Automated
Processing or
Profiling

Automated processing occurs.

If Automated
Processing is
Used, Methods
and Logic

The automated system queries the user's account email address from the
marketplace or platform at the completion of the provisioning process. Once
the email address is acquired, a "Welcome" email to that address is scheduled
with a third-party email-distribution processor. This processor checks the
address against their securely maintained opt-out list before sending.
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Decisions with a
Legal Effect that
Use Automated
Processing

No decisions based on this data is made beyond the scheduling of the
"Welcome" email.

Categories of
Recipients who
Receive this
Personal Data

SendGrid: SendGrid is the processor used by JAWSDB LLC to deliver the generic
"Welcome" email to users and to maintain the opt-out list for email
communiction.

Whether the
Personal Data is
Transferred
Outside of the
European
Economic Area

USA

Retention Period

0 seconds
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Product, Service, or Process
Description of
Product, Service,
or Process

The service is a simplified query-interface for submitting read-only queries to a
user's SQL database and displaying results.

Category of
Personal Data

Identifying information. Opinions, beliefs, personal preferences. Physical
characteristics. Personal history data. Social and contact information. Financial
data. Tracking data.

Category of Data
Subjects

The organization's query-interface, "Databites", handles user-crafted SQL
queries which may potentially contain personal information. The data returned
from a query may also contain personal information.

Purpose of
Processing

"Databites" is a service feature to provide quick, easy querying of one's AWSmanaged database. The ability of a user to run custom queries against their
database is an improvement to the user experience.

Legal Basis for
Processing

The organization has a legitimate business interest in handling the information.

Automated
Processing or
Profiling

Automated processing does not occur.

If Automated
Processing is
Used, Methods
and Logic
Decisions with a
Legal Effect that
Use Automated
Processing
Categories of
Recipients who
Receive this
Personal Data

Amazon Web Services: Amazon Web Services provides the servers that host the
organization's web application. The "Databites" feature is hosted within the
web application.

Whether the
Personal Data is

USA
3

Transferred
Outside of the
European
Economic Area
Retention Period

0 seconds
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Your rights with regard to the data we collect:
As a Data Subject in the European Economic Area, you have the right to request, access, rectify, erase,
and restrict how we process your Personal Data. These rights include the ability to review the Personal
Data we have in our Information and Communications systems concerning you, the ability to make any
corrections to that Personal Data, the ability to be informed of who that data may have been shared
with, the ability to request that we erase all of our Personal Data, and the ability to restrict how we
Process your Personal Data.
We are required to respond to any of your requests to exercise these above Data Subject rights within
30 days. Should we be unable to comply within 30 days, we will contact you anyway and let you know of
any delay.
Exercising Your Rights:
If you want to exercise your rights, you may contact us or our privacy point of contact at:
Organization
JAWSDB LLC
P.O. Box 710645,
Santee
CA
United States
92072-0645
6197961215
support@jawsdb.com

Privacy Point of Contact
John Willman
P.O. Box 710645,
Santee
CA
United States
92072-0645
6197961215
john@jawsdb.com

Withdraw Consent:
If our legal basis for processing information your information is based on your consent, you may
withdraw your consent at any time by contacting John Willman at the contact information above
and informing him/her that you withdraw your consent.
Contacting Supervisory Authorities:
If you would like to lodge a complaint against us, you may contact your local supervisory authority. If
you have trouble locating a supervisory authority, please contact John Willman above and they will help
you contact a supervisory authority.
Changes to our privacy statement
We keep this privacy statement under regular review and will place any updates on our website. Paper
copies of the privacy statement may also be obtained by contacting John Willman at the information
above and requesting a paper copy.
This privacy statement was last updated on 05/23/2018.
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